13 December 2017 Ride Report: BVRT Fernvale to Wulkuraka Station
Who hasn’t been out on the bike for a while, then?

The weather is fine though hot. Well, twelve days to Christmas, of course it's the baking
December season. I'd arranged to meet Margaret B and her Bianchi Kuma at Fernvale at 7am.
She has a half hour journey from Sinnamon Park; I've got an hour and a half to drive via Samford
and Mount Glorious. Nothing like convolutions to begin the day. My peri-lymph is primed, my ears
are popping; I hope to stay upright on my bike. Traﬃc is mercifully light and well-behaved.
We set out at 7.20 am and follow a wide and nicely gravelled track as we depart Fernvale. The
freshness and greeness after recent rain is overwhelming. This is a fertile land and we shall …
ride!
The aroma of the Fernvale Bakery lingers behind us. Pedalling is deceptively eﬀortless as we
encounter the first of helpful downward gradients. Dew splashes from our knobby tyres and long
grass from the track’s margins brushes our socks. Haven't felt such delicate sensations in quite a
while; totally unknown in
asphalt suburbia. This is all
happy and hopeful as we have
given each other assurances
that we haven’t been on a bike
for quite awhile and this ride
should be an excellent
reintroduction.
We roll along. The old railway
station signs mark the
divisions of this relatively flat
section of the BVRT: Fairney
View, Wanora, Borallon, Pine
Mountain, Muirlea, Wulkuraka.
This route is uninterrupted mini cattle grids give access at
the gated points or else there’s
a convenient gap left.

No dismounting to open gates but after riding a road bike the handlebars of my Scott Scale feel
two metres wide. Yup, with some careful manoeuvring the bike fits through. Only two of the
approaches to these gaps are in anyway technical enough for momentary concern for
unscheduled dismounts. Beneath the Warrego Highway overpass there’s the only time to hike our
bikes over double logs designed for equestrian access or maybe horse calming if the whispering
doesn't.
We roll on. Above, God occasionally uses the Divine Finger to arrange a cloud over us, a cool
breeze is mostly, astoundingly continual. We pedal along enjoying the shade whenever we find it.
The intrepid and international traveller Mrs B tags along happily behind me. She's afraid of snakes
but saves me from rabbit attack. We see a baby horse - there's quite a few horse properties - and
a Hereford calf watches from verdant surroundings as we scurry across the Brisbane Valley
Highway at Wanora. God again uses the Divine Finger to ensure lengthy gaps between vehicles, a
parting of the traﬃc that even Moses would appreciate if he was riding a MTB.
The track surface often turns to grass or sometimes a helpful single track appears. Occasionally
rocky, punishing ballast or the minor treachery of sand. Sometimes a short stretch of the paradisic
wide gravel returns.

As the morning heat builds and the constant sound of cicadas matches in intensity, the bush trail
births us into civilisation. The tell-tale skyline - the zigzag progression of housing development
roofs, neat fences of Colourbond; no more post and rail or barbed wire, and blazing to the eye
with its pristine glare, much concrete.
The Brassell Bikeway is something else - 3 metre wide path and amazing truss bridges spanning
deep gullies. Bridges! Elsewhere the trail culverts and dips are dry and navigable, one is steep
enough to provide a frisson of biking excitement with the adrenalin aftermath of a knee crunching
climb out.
Other travellers as we roll on: a pace line of four cyclists disturbingly dressed in near similar kit:
red, black, a flash of white. BMC? On the BVRT? Then, two or three cycling singletons, one
bravely sporting drop handlebars and all their implied perilousness. Apart from a pair of kids at
the commencement of the Brassell Bikeway, two fellows heading northwards (was one bearded?),
Mrs B and I are the only other dynamic duos.

After a uncooperative start my Camelback works and dehydration is avoided. Mrs B intermittently
rattles a defrosting bidon. We roll on, to Wulkuraka and consider morning tea.
We continue to North Ipswich, past the rusting Gothic Victoriana of the old railway marshalling
yards, to Gisler’s Roadside Pie Cafe, manned (womanned?) by two young Ipswichians dressed in
black. They're friendly and ask where we have come from. Not far, says Mrs B; after coﬀee, all
recovered and all sangfroid: Fernvale. They nod and smile toothy grins over the top of the coﬀee
machine and later wave us goodbye.
There's a hilly park as we re-enter the bikeway, complete with a miniature Alpine series of switch
backs - pedestrians, however, can choose to use stairs. To the north-west of this area, a tangled
rocky carved out spot with the cheerful signs - Old Mine, Beware!
Mining at Ipswich, I ask. Yes, says Mrs B. Coal. It was the chief industry here. That and supplying
staﬀ to Wolston Park Hospital. I mull over any correlation between coal dust and madness.
The return is much longer, slower, hotter. We’re both a few hours older. It's harder to roll on. We
stop a few times to rest. Pine Mountain really is a mountain, its feeble railway gradient morphed to
Category Four proportions.
At least that is the perceived reality. We must have expended too much energy on the pump track
at Mihi Station. We coast whenever the track descends, a pause from the grind, and stand up to
ease aching butts.
Not even the glimpse of Fernvale helps an increase in cadence. Only the shared remark: we're
nearly there.
More heat on the return. Well, it is now midday. Traﬃc is production-line frenetic. The smell of
baking bread now supplanted with the piquancy of petroleum and the smokiness of tyres on nearsimmering bitumen.

Wearily we remove our
front wheels and make
nests for the bikes in
our cars; they're lightly
dusted, reminiscent of
cinnamon found on
doughnuts. I look
down at my legs;
they're dusty but there
is no culinary analogy.
Then Mrs B and I make
our good byes and
unbelievably,
arrangements to do it
all again.

Photos:
Bushland and creek at Mihi Station, pump track out of view to the right
Mrs B’s mighty Bianchi at Wulkuraka Station
Fairney View culvert and lots of slime
Wulkuraka Station - can’t wait for the HO scale model for my train set
Along the Brassell Bikeway - some crazy ass machine

